Roof terrace construction with comfortable and frost-proof tiles

Roof terrace construction with comfortable WARCO elastic tiles is a really clever idea. The elastic tiles are frost resistant, weatherproof as well as heat- and cold-insulating. The tiles are resilient and durable; they also provide impact protection. Whether it is a new roof terrace construction or renovation, the installation of the tiles on your roof terrace is really easy - just place the tiles on any solid subfloor by yourself, or let a local handyman do it for you. Our manual will show you how simple it is.

Elastic tiles for roof terrace construction are:

- **weatherproof**: frost resistant and sun-proof, rot-resistant, liquid-permeable (no puddles), "high heel proof," can be used under garden furniture and flower pots, harmless - no health risks involved (used for decades on playgrounds), fast installed on every stable, solid subfloor, **slip-resistant** in dry and wet conditions (open-pored), cost-efficient (one-time investment, no follow-up costs),
- easy-care - cleaning with household tools, easily installed (Do-It-Yourself or by a local handyman), **heat- and cold-isolating**, no cold feet, sound-insulating, fall and impact absorbing (child-friendly), self-cleaning (fine dirt washed by rain water), elegant + comfortable - **pleasant** in use, **reusable** (tiles can be removed and relocated), designed for new roof terrace construction as well as renovation.

Construct your roof terrace with elastic tiles by WARCO and benefit from the experience of thousands of installations all over Europe. Efficient manufacturing and sophisticated quality control guarantee you the best quality at a reasonable price when your are thinking about roof terrace construction. Get more inspiration and discover our gallery where you can see many ready realisations of WARCO balcony tiles!
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